Eleven projects were selected by EIT Climate-KIC to receive funding as part of the Pandemic Response Projects, one of the two main tracks of activities of EIT Crisis Response Initiative.

- **1000 Solar Roofs - Cities and Jobs Regeneration through Community Led Solarization**, by the Green Energy Cooperative for Services (Zelena energetska zadruga za usluge) and E-institute Zavod za celovite razvojne rešitve (Croatia).
- **COVID Call – Future-proof finance for resilience and adaptation**, by Icebreaker One Limited (United Kingdom).
- **Driving fiduciary duty and stewardship in line with the Green Deal**, by InfluenceMap CIC (United Kingdom).
- **Large Scale Renewal Acceleration**, by the Regional Energy Agency of Northwestern Croatia (Regionalna energetska agencija sjeverozapadne Hrvatske) (Croatia), Climate-KIC Holding BV, Bankers without Boundaries, and Dark Matter Laboratories B.V.
- **Scaling a digital cooperative education and acceleration programme to create resilient jobs and shape the future of work in a regenerative economy in Europe**, led by Mondragon Corporacion (Spain) and Luvent Consulting GmbH.
- **Smart Climate-KIC City Transformation**, led by Jibe Company B.V. (The Netherlands) and Climate-KIC Holding BV, with Bankers without Boundaries, Dark Matter Laboratories B.V., Virtech Ltd, Topsportslab, Sofia Development Association.
- **Sustainability = New Normal**, led by Universität Zürich (Switzerland).
- **System Mapping as a Service for post-COVID-19 Regional Transition**, led by Cleantech Bulgaria Ltd. (Клийнтех България ООД) (Bulgaria), with Climate-KIC Holding BV, Universitat Politècnica de València, Agenzia per L’energia a lo sviluppo sostenibile, Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Cyprus University of Technology / ΤΕΧΝΟΛΟΓΙΚΟ ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ ΚΥΠΡΟΥ, Athena Research and Innovation Center in Information, Communication and Knowledge Technologies, Regionalna energetska agencija sjeverozapadne Hrvatske, Malta College of Arts, Science & Technology, Association SEE ICT, The Cyprus Institute.
- **Transformation Financial Mechanism for Communities of South Eastern Europe**, led by Citizens’ Association SMART AP - Laboratory for Social Innovations Skopje (Здружение на gragjani SMART AP – Laboratorija za socijalni inovacii Skopje) (North Macedonia) and the Serbian Chamber of Commerce, with Bankers without Boundaries, Material Economics Sverige AB, Green Energy Cooperative for Services (Zelena energetska zadruga za usluge), and ZUM urbanism, planning, design d.o.o. (ZUM urbanizem, planiranje, projektiranje d.o.o.).
- **Smart tools and services to speed up the emergence of a circular, transparent and regional textiles economy in Europe**, led by the European Technology Platform For The Future Of
Textiles And Clothing (Belgium) with Lucidminds Ai, Circular.Fashion Ug (Haftungsbeschränkt) and Sourcebook GmbH.